ABSTRACT

Computer science instructors have one of the most crucial roles in training and making educational materials. However, they face many challenges everyday that make it difficult to provide a high-quality learning experience to their students. Additionally, trends in demand for computer science training is rapidly increasing and to meet this demand, classrooms need to run on a larger scale, which may exacerbate instructor pain points further. While many of the previous studies in the computer science education community have focused on how to improve the students' learning experience, in this study we investigate computer science instructors. It is paramount to understand how instructors can be supported more effectively while continuing to improve the material they use in their courses and allow them to focus on student needs. To understand these instructor challenges, we conducted semi-structured interviews with 32 computer science instructors at universities and community colleges to ask about their experiences in preparing course material, lecturing, grading, providing feedback to students, and what they wished they could change. In this paper, we summarize our findings as themes of challenges and pain points for instructors, the consequences of not solving them, and suggested guidelines that may help resolve or reduce these pain points.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Computer science instructors play a crucial role in the quality of training and educational experience that students receive. Instructors typically have many responsibilities such as creating material, delivering lectures, clarifying student questions, and grading student deliverables. Additionally, growing demands for meeting computer science enrollment has strained instructors with high teaching loads, as insufficient teaching faculty are available [5], across large and small institutes. Handling all of these responsibilities and addressing scale can be challenging in itself, but is especially made worse when instructors spend significant time grappling with hidden obstacles and invisible work to resolve them.

Many of the previous research studies have analyzed interventions for improving student learning and focused on the resulting experience from the perspective of students [4, 13, 20]. While analyzing experience of students can give us many useful insights, in this study, we believe it is just as important to understand what instructors experience, identify opportunities for addressing pain points, and ultimately, to help instructional experiences. Few studies have focused on the perspective of an instructor, for example study by Lau et al. [17], which focused on challenges specific to scaling four data-science courses to larger size. To our knowledge, this paper is one of the first to focus on obstacles instructors face across multiple levels, courses, and institutes.

To understand what pain points CS instructors experience and what their workarounds are, we conducted semi-structured interviews with 32 CS instructors regarding their experiences running their courses. These interviews were designed to clarify the common tasks that takes instructors’ time, the possible pain points in completing these tasks, and how they (wish they could) overcome these pain points so far. The presented paper contributes to the continuing research on improving CS education, from the perspective of instructors. Finally, we share implications of our findings and provide suggestions for practices or tools that may be helpful to instructors, shortcomings of solutions that instructors currently tried, as well as barriers in adopting some solutions.

2 METHODOLOGY

To understand the challenges of computer science instructors, how they tackle those challenges, and what remains as a pain point we conducted a semi-structured interview with 32 participants. In this section we explain details of our qualitative study which was designed to answer the following research questions:

- **RQ1:** What did instructors wish they could change?
  Can instructors suggest what they would like to change that is not possible right now? What can we conclude with a high level view of these issues and the current resources available to instructors?

- **RQ2:** What are current attempts of addressing pain points? What are the workarounds instructors use to reduce or solve their pain points right now? What software solutions exist and what research has been conducted?
2.1 Interviews
We conducted semi-structured interviews with 32 computer science instructors to address our research questions. In this section we share details about participants and the interview process.

2.1.1 Demographics. In an attempt to reduce biased results toward any specific group of participants, we selected interviewees with varying teaching experiences as university instructors. We selected these instructors from 26 different institutions ranging from large R1 doctoral research universities to smaller institutions such as liberal arts and community colleges. To be more specific, interviewees included 3 adjuncts, 7 teaching faculty, and 22 tenured/tenure-track professors from 5 countries (25 from USA, two from India, and one each from Canada, Germany, Netherlands, Mexico, and Austria).

2.1.2 Recruitment. We recruited the participants for the interview by first selecting institutions and then recruiting from their affiliated instructors. We selected 26 institutions and connected with a sample of their instructors who were actively teaching in the same or previous academic term. We then used snowball sampling by asking our interview participants to help us connect with their colleagues or anyone that they think can have relevant experience.

2.1.3 Protocol. We conducted 30-minute semi-structured interviews virtually while transcribing and taking notes. During the interview, we followed a script which included questions about:

- Lecture structure and deliverables of students
- Availability of resources such as TAs and tools
- Time spent on materials, grading, and lecture preparation
- Techniques to improve learning experiences
- Most painful aspects of running courses
- Thoughts about potential solutions to pain points

We dynamically revised our script template based on the responses that we received from instructors to be able to extract more meaningful information from the conversations and understand motivation and importance of what they currently do or what they wish they were able to change. We intentionally asked about the pain points last, because at this stage, we have collected supporting information for why something can become a challenge or pain point, and discuss possible solutions.

2.2 Interview Analysis
Using our interview notes, we first focused on the last topic which was "challenges and wishes" of the instructors. We analyzed the instructor responses through thematic analysis [1] by reviewing the transcripts, coding the parts of interest, and then finding themes in the coded transcripts. Next we reviewed other topics covered in the interview transcripts to add supporting themes.

3 FINDINGS
In the analysis of our semi-structured interviews we learned about the pain points of instructors, the workarounds they use, and what they wish to do which is not possible at the current time. To provide context to our research findings, we first present an overview of how the participants spend their time in regard to their courses:

- Content creation and maintenance: Instructors typically spend 6-8 hours, per class meeting, to create the content for a course. However, most of the interviewees mentioned this is only for the first time they teach, and in the future terms they focus on content maintenance which takes 2-3 hours per class meeting.
- Lecture preparation: Instructors reported spending 10 minutes to 2 hours on lecture preparation depending on if they have taught the course before, their general teaching experience, and the tools they use.
- Helping students: Instructors reported spending considerable time helping students individually or in small groups. Moreover, they invest even more time into creating efficient infrastructures for students to get additional help (e.g., TAs, study groups, online discussion boards, etc.).
- Grading and feedback: Grading and giving feedback largely varies based on availability and skills of teaching assistants (TAs) as well as how much automation has been adopted in the course. Instructors reported spending up to 50% of their time on grading.

In the remainder of this section, we share the findings of this study to answer our research questions regarding pain points and workarounds.

3.1 RQ1: What did instructors wish they could change?
To answer our first research question, we asked instructors about challenges, pain points, and what they wish they could change. We categorized the responses into the themes below:

3.1.1 Where are students struggling? Instructors face substantial barriers in understanding what students are struggling with and where they are spending their time. In particular, instructors often only see the final output (e.g., homework submissions) but do not see the process that students go through to arrive at their solution. P27 framed this clearly: "The challenge I have is knowing what students struggle with outside of class. I can’t see where they get stuck and many don’t ask questions." Similarly, P17 discussed the need to know where a given student is: "I want to see the progress for one student. They might be making the same mistake over and over in different assignments." P21 expressed that if they could answer these questions, then they could "apply some pedagogy there". P30 told us "students are doing lots and lots of things but I can’t process all they are doing" and that it is a "lot of pipelines all strang together". Only possible option at the moment is "to scour all different places to understand students progress—code, Q&A, quizzes, git logs, etc.”

Instructors mentioned they want to "do things more in class that guarantees that [students] are not just sitting there silent. But kind of force them to wrestle with the ... issue on the on the table" (P5). However, the current tooling available to instructors doesn’t allow them to verify this live during class sessions. P5 continued, "I basically got the out of class situation like that covered. It’s the in-class version...”.

3.1.2 Answering students’ questions. Students do tend to ask many questions, possibly in an attempt to overcome their struggles. However, these questions can overwhelm instructors and TAs during class, at office hours, through email, and through other software like Piazza. P18 shared their experience: "Although the presence of tutors helped addressing some of the queries raised by the students, it was difficult to address all of them in an organized fashion, as much
of it was lost in the barrage of questions that were raised.” They continued, especially in a large course, it is “difficult to pay attention to individual doubts of students”. Furthermore, the questions are “repetitive in nature” (P17) and “variations of the same” (P25). To complicate this further, questions are often asked in batches, or as P19 put it, “If they don’t understand an assignment or get stuck, they will wait until last minute or after the due date to say something”, which puts a strain on instructors and TAs to respond promptly.

It is particularly problematic to troubleshoot technical issues related to the student’s computer or development environment. P23 said that the hardest questions from students are of the type, “Why isn’t Docker working on my laptop anymore?” or “Why does Python no longer exist?” These questions are also “the most painful thing” for P23’s teaching assistants to address.

3.1.3 Limited TA support. Towards supporting instructors in answering questions and identifying where students are struggling, departments will hire teaching assistant. However, these TAs are a finite and highly sought after resource in departments. Many institutions, especially community colleges and smaller institutions, “struggle with TA support” (P17). In fact, several instructors revealed that they have little to no TA support beyond the large introductory courses. As P3 said, “TAs... I wish we had those”.

Instructors mentioned that even when they do have TAs, they may require considerable time to manage and may not be reliable. As P17 put it, “TAs have their own biases ... some TAs are not mature programmers”. They continued that in some cases TAs are limited by experience, for example “TAs sometimes only run the unit tests and never read the code, [so] two submissions that were nearly identical, but one got [high] marks and the other got [low] marks”. Although P26 said they had sufficient TAs in their courses, they warned that the TAs also ask them a significant number of questions.

Other universities have restrictive policies on the work that TAs can perform. For example, “in terms of grading, we have kind of a policy that, TAs are allowed to grade multiple choice questions, but for other questions like open-ended questions or coding problems, they’re not really expected to grade those unless [instructor is] there to supervise them” (P10), so as a result it is just easier for the instructor to grade directly. In a different institution, the instructor explained “one of the university policies is [that] we don’t allow students to grade other students work” (P3). Similarly, another instructor shared that in their department, TAs are only allowed to lead group study sessions and manage in-class activities, but cannot grade.

3.1.4 Grading & feedback. Grading is a time-consuming task that nearly all of the instructors mentioned. There are many dimensions to grading, including returning grades to students in a timely manner, providing high-quality qualitative feedback, covering all artifacts that students produce, transparency in why points were awarded, and adhering to rubrics. P27 designs their grading rubrics to minimize time spent grading. P20 said they makes a new rubric that focuses on different metrics for almost every assignment but knows this “is not a great solution”. P23 emphasized “transparency in grading and feedback is a priority” and said that a good rubric is the key. They continued about the need for high-quality rubrics, “in an ideal world, they can self grade or know exactly why they got their grade” and one way they have done so is through “boolean” grading that eliminates subjectivity. However, even this is still time consuming for P23 and their TAs.

Although automated grading does exist, the “human touch” is valuable to instructors, especially as they deal with increasing enrollment. P22 said, “our program is pretty well scaled, and it is a huge challenge to give quality feedback.”. P23 remarked that they wish for more automation of mundane tasks, but expressed that they are strongly opposed to automating feedback to students; “I think this is the wrong direction for education. Striping away community and humanity from learning.”. Other instructors (P26, P30, and P32) shared a similar sentiment that their contribution is that of one-on-one feedback and to help the students build a community in the classroom. The COVID-19 pandemic reinforced the need for these personal interactions for P32.

3.1.5 Course material preparation. Another common challenge for instructors is the high cost of developing or adopting course materials to use as examples, assignments, lecture notes, quizzes and supplemental reading in their courses. P15 mentioned they cannot change the whole assignments often because they “just don’t have the resources”. Additionally, “finding those is one of the biggest challenges, because ... there are so many different resources here and there. This does that, this does that ... [instructors] just don’t have the time, especially at a smaller institution” (P3). Having more examples or variety of assignments could benefit students both as additional resources as well as a way to prevent plagiarism.

Shifting courses to online or to hybrid modalities, such as a response to the COVID-19 pandemic, presented additional barriers and work for instructors. For example, P16 mentioned the problem of keeping students engaged, “everyone’s there at first and then it’s just like monotonically decreasing. Until I get to end of semester, then it’s like 20% or 15% of the students are there, and so that’s my biggest problem right now of like how do I get people how do I incentivize lecture without just forcing them to go by holding their grade hostage.” They continued, “I’ve checked and there’s very little few people watching these videos”. As P8 explains, moving content online is an upfront investment, but may not take much time to maintain: “When I was making the videos it was taking significant amount of time to make the videos and once those are done, then I don’t spend very much time preparing now”. These challenges were also published in a recent case study of transitioning a course online because of COVID-19 closures [2].

3.1.6 Administrative tasks. There is managerial and administrative tasks involved with running any course, or as P16 put it, “grunt work”. Examples include managing the social dynamics in class, preparing multiple course delivery formats, accreditation tasks, enforcing academic honesty policies, assigning teams, dealing with LMS quirks, transitioning to new software systems, and managing
individual student accommodations. While these tasks may not necessarily be the most practical use of an instructor’s time, instructors usually have to do these tasks because of other limited resources.

Time spent on administrative tasks often prevented instructors from making improvements in the course. For example, P9 told us “I would perfect the projects, if... I could pause the clock.” P4 told us they want to “make things as close to industry as possible to help with smooth transitions from student to software engineer”, and P8 wanted to adopt mastery learning [9] model and “have them do it again and do it again ... fix it and resubmit [until] I’m satisfied with it ... it is a really important learning process ... but takes a lot of time and effort on my part”. P22 expressed the desire to maintain notes on improvements for future versions of the same course but added that doing so is a chore.

Furthermore, identifying when students cheat was a concern for many instructors, especially in regards to moving courses online for COVID-19 and scaling to support higher enrollments. P19 explained that they have a 30-page syllabus to make it clear what is allowed and not allowed, along with quizzes covering academic dishonesty. P17 and P29 mentioned that it is not feasible for them to put as much time into checking for plagiarism as they should, but it is important to them.

3.2 RQ2: What are current attempts of addressing pain points?

To answer our second research question, we analyzed and categorized the current efforts used by instructors to address the pain points they mentioned in the previous section, which includes software tools and pedagogical techniques:

**Interactive textbooks/exercises**: Two of the instructors that we interviewed had created their own interactive textbooks, one based on Jupyter Notebooks and another using a proprietary interactive platforms that they developed. As instructors explained, interactive textbook “fixes a problem we had before” (P14) which was keeping content up-to-date. Interactive (executable) textbooks allows instructors to ensure the material remains up to date through a continuous integration mechanism. P14 said programming related textbooks “come with all the usual well maintenance problems of code”, and with their interactive textbook “when somebody, somewhere out there in the world changes some Python package, such that my code... no longer works, I get notified the day after” (P14).

Additionally, instructors mentioned they were able to use their interactive textbook to encourage a more active learning experience. With a traditional textbook students can read the code “but well, not much fun to read code, you won’t be able to execute it. But [in interactive format] it’s more fun to actually toy with it” (P14) right in their web browser, while they read the course material or watch a lecture. However, a recent study found that students had significantly fewer interactions with their eBook and fewer study days during the pandemic than they had before [31].

**Online IDEs and code visualizers**: Some instructors adopted online IDEs and code visualizers which may increase engagement in class and in assignments. Such tools have been previously studied and found to create a faster feedback cycle for students [15] and eliminate computing environment configuration issues. P12 said “we want to give the students a uniform platform, we don’t want them to need to switch to [a separate IDE]... WebLab is really an IDE in the browser. So we code in a window in a browser and we push compile and outcomes everything”, they continued “We also have unit tests in there ... The students can program and they can run their solution against the unit tests that we provide.”

Another instructor from a smaller university mentioned they adopted using Java Visualizer which an online tool based on Guo’s Python Tutor [12]. This online tool allows students run a code snippet in their browser, visualize it and share their snippet using a permanent link generated by the tool. In this course, Java Visualizer was used for teaching the coding examples, as well as student submissions. When we asked the instructor what pain point they tried to address by adopting this tool, they mentioned, Java Visualizer has helped their students who are new to programming “so that they can see what is happening when they’re coding in memory and they can immediately see what’s occurring” (P3). Additionally, they mentioned some of their students did not have access to a capable computer, so having everything online in the browser alleviated environment issues. Other institutions aimed to eliminate these technical issues by standardizing the computers used or by moving to cloud-based software (e.g., P3, P10, P17, P24, P25, and P27).

**Automated grading**: Instructors have adopted several different tools and approaches for automated grading. Two examples of automated grading implementations used Web-CAT[7], and GitHub Actions[3] to run an internally developed grading tool. This automation setup requires significant time investment by the instructors and makes changing the content more difficult [17]. However, in both cases the instructors were able to reduce the grading time and the TAs could simply “look at the code to catch things that automated test does not catch” (P5) instead of manually checking everything. This has allowed the instructors and TAs use the time they saved to help students in the learning process. Another example of that is Harvard’s Check50 tool [27], which is an API-based tool that gives feedback to students before assignments are submitted as well as automates portions of the grading. This approach may also help the instructor promote mastery learning [9]. As P5 explained with this approach, their students “can submit as many times as they want. Looking at the feedback, looking at the results of those tests and fix anything that those tests address and resubmit.”

**Flipped classroom**: Several instructors mentioned they switched to a flipped classroom method of teaching or some hybrid model which has enabled more time for in-class interaction with students. This style involves assigning readings and pre-recorded lecture videos for students to watch and use the class meeting time to answer questions and work on interactive live coding. This change of teaching style was primarily adopted as a result of COVID-19 pandemic in 2020 [2], however instructors decided to continue to use this method even though universities are back to normal operations at the time of our study. As P15 explained, they had two main motivations to keep using a flipped classroom. First is that it has allowed them to have extra time to dedicate for interaction with the students in the class. And second is the “the feedback ... from students the last couple of years is that they actually prefer having this lightweight flipped classroom model where they can just watch

1https://python tutor.com/java.html
2https://web-cat.org/projects/Web-CAT
3https://github.com/features/actions
the theory part, they can scroll back, they can pause they can try stuff on their own. And in the live lecture they get the interaction with the lecturer.

Peer instruction: One of instructors mentioned they adopted extra “office hour” time with small groups of students to run peer instruction [22] sessions which was seen as a positive change to increase understanding of concepts and engagement to work on examples together. However, as P8 explained this approach also had some weaknesses, “it took a lot of time because I had to have so many meetings to have meetings at small, so it was not very efficient use of my time.” Several instructors shared that their departments now require student-led study groups for core courses, which they believed to be a positive addition without taking time from instructors (P26, P28, and P32). Research supports the use of UTAs as an effective means to scale classes through peer instruction and student groups [18]. Alternatively, one school experimented with using a department-wide question and answering site (essentially a private Stack Overflow), with promising results [14].

4 LIMITATIONS

Our qualitative approach in this study may introduce certain limitations to the results. First, the findings may carry a level of interpretation of the researchers as they analyzed the responses in the interviews using thematic analysis. Second, our methodology uses semi-structured interviews and by definition, the questions asked during the interview or their order may slightly change based on the conversation. These variations may have some effects on the responses we received from instructors. Third, we covered the transitional changes in courses material and teaching styles as a result of COVID-19 pandemic as well as some associated pain points (3.1.5), however, it is difficult to predict whether any of those changes would revert to pre-pandemic norms over time and when. Finally, although the number of our participants was larger than most of the related studies, our findings may not be representative across demographics.

5 RELATED WORK

In both Lau et al. [17] and our work, the overarching goal is to find challenges that instructors experience. However, Lau et al. [17] focuses on challenges related to maintaining content in a large scale data science course, while we focus on challenges related to assessments, integration of technology in class and coding that can potentially effect pedagogy in different computer science classroom and institutions sizes. Lau et al. [17] method also differs in using case studies and previous experience while we conduct semi-structured interviews with computer science instructors.

Other related works with similar goals are from Yadav et al. [29, 30]. These studies have a goal of understanding challenges and experience of computer science teachers in K-12, with a focus on the increasing need for training new instructors with the growing computer science education demand. Similar to this study, Yadav et al. [29, 30] work used interviews with the instructors and qualitative analysis as the method for conducting the study. Some of the findings from this study, and the work by Yadav et al. [29, 30], such as grading challenges, are common and hold relevant. More broadly speaking, our study can also relate to other studies that offer a solution to pedagogy challenges in computer science classrooms.

6 DISCUSSION

Our findings categorized the pain points of CS instructors, and described some of the workarounds that instructors have tried in their workflow so far. We present implications for CS education researchers, instructors, and toolsmiths for reducing instructor pain points, and improving learning experiences for students.

Helping instructors surface student struggles: Instructors had low visibility into the student struggles (3.1.1), seeing where they got stuck, or identifying issues and answer questions in a timely fashion (3.1.2). Additionally, when instructors provide feedback or grade submissions (3.1.4), gathering information about student activities involved many “mechanical actions to get all the info and put it in one spot”. For example, if an instructor wanted to verify if students performed effective code reviews of pull requests and made sufficient contributions to a project, they would have to navigate and visit each pull request to manually inspect comments, and then navigate through the commit logs, possibly accounting for nuances such as commits on different branches or possible peer-coding activities. Often surface simple information would have helped instructors, for example, P16 used mastery grading, but their gradebook system did not display number of attempts, making it difficult to see if a student was “trying a bazillion times”.

In general, instructors need help discovering and consolidating data that’s “in a bunch of places to better find the students that are struggling” (P16). Some research efforts offer a promising start. Mysore and Guo [19] profiled student activity on tutorials and overlaying heatmaps of activity hotspots, encountered error messages, and embedded screencast videos of user actions. Adopting and extending this approach in other contexts, can help surface unknown struggles and provided actionable feedback for improving instructional material and assignments. Learning dashboards [28] have been used in a variety of contexts, including monitoring progress on assignments [6], visualizing group work contributions [10], and guiding students in self-reflection [24]. However, capturing these activities across a suite of tools, customizing and personalizing analysis to course content, and deploying these systems remain a challenge. Finally, simple interventions, such as weekly surveys can identify struggling students or teams [23].

All together, visibility into student struggles can help instructors identify misconceptions, sources of frustration, and problems in instructional material. Once struggles are better known, instructors will have the opportunity explore “less defined assignments and then later dive in to see what they’re doing” (P21) and use the insights as “guard rails for rabbit holes”.

Helping instructors leverage automation for class operations: Instructors frequently spent time on tasks that were “repetitive in nature” (P17) and “variations of the same” (P25), including answering questions (3.1.2), preparing assignments and quizzes (3.1.5), and administrative tasks (3.1.6). For some instructors, these problems could be overcome by scaling with more TAs (25 TAs on average for P12’s class), but for many other instructors, they lacked TAs or TAs were limited in what actions they were allowed to do (3.1.3).
Automation of class operations offers a potential way to scale teaching efforts, allowing instructors to spend more time with students that need help or developing new course material. While decades in the making [3, 26], today AI systems have improved and with the introduction of large-language models (LLMs), such as OpenAI Codex. Such models have been used recently for automatically generating "novel" and "applicable" programming exercises [25], generating solutions for introduction assignments [8], generating final exams [33], and answering questions [16]. Along with traditional AI tutor systems (e.g., AutoTutor [21]), virtual TAs (e.g., Jill Watson[11]), and approaches such as automated program repair [32], these systems offer considerable support for reducing the effort involved in aiding struggling students, responding to questions, preparing assignments, managing TAs, and grading.

However, automation brings its own challenges. Autograders may be viewed by students as unforgiving and opaque since they do not adequately explain why points were taken off. For example, P10 described when an interactive textbook gives a grade, it deducts points even if there is only a whitespace difference with the solution. They continued this is "in my opinion, unreasonable and my students struggle so much with it and they spend hours trying to get the white space correct in their program when in reality that’s not what I want them spending spending time on". P17 shared a similar observation, that autograders are "too harsh" and still require a human to review the grades. They described an example where a student received a 0 for a submission to the autograder, but the cause was a minor issue that should have only resulted in a few points deduction.

Although instructors can automate their classes using LLM-based technologies, it also means students can automate their assignments. In fact, there is a growing concern that Copilot, an intelligent code suggestion tool that uses Codex, can complete homework assignments in seconds with little conceptual knowledge. A professor recently wrote a satirical article on how to cope with students using Copilot in your class8. Others have taken to Twitter to discuss how to design "Copilot-proof" assignments2.

Instructors stressed the importance of promoting a diverse and inclusive classroom, which automation may negatively impact. For example, P17 worried that when a student sees the feedback from their autograder, the student will lose confidence because of how strict the system is. P29 has trouble finding assignments and lecture notes online that are designed to be more equitable and inclusive. They explained that they do not want homeworks consisting of edge. A professor recently wrote a satirical article on how to cope with students using Copilot in your class8. Others have taken to Twitter to discuss how to design "Copilot-proof" assignments2.

Instructors stressed the importance of promoting a diverse and inclusive classroom, which automation may negatively impact. For example, P17 worried that when a student sees the feedback from their autograder, the student will lose confidence because of how strict the system is. P29 has trouble finding assignments and lecture notes online that are designed to be more equitable and inclusive. They explained that they do not want homeworks consisting of edge. A professor recently wrote a satirical article on how to cope with students using Copilot in your class8. Others have taken to Twitter to discuss how to design "Copilot-proof" assignments2. Instructors stressed the importance of promoting a diverse and inclusive classroom, which automation may negatively impact. For example, P17 worried that when a student sees the feedback from their autograder, the student will lose confidence because of how strict the system is. P29 has trouble finding assignments and lecture notes online that are designed to be more equitable and inclusive. They explained that they do not want homeworks consisting of edge. A professor recently wrote a satirical article on how to cope with students using Copilot in your class8. Others have taken to Twitter to discuss how to design "Copilot-proof" assignments2.

Helping instructors reduce friction in course delivery: Instructors faced obstacles maintaining code exercises and course material (3.1.5), troubleshooting technical issues in student’s computing environments (3.1.2), keeping students engaged (3.1.5). Common workarounds, included outsourcing course content to interactive textbooks, and integrating cloud-based programming environments. Benefits included, monitoring student progress, supporting active learning experiences for students, reducing questions related to technical environment issues.

However, these workarounds often did not completely resolve these obstacles and other desires remained. Instructors using existing interactive textbooks, such as zyBooks, could not modify material, and found content is often difficult to align with existing course structure and were “pedagogically not nearly as solid” (P5). P10 quickly realized students could not perform many basic operations, such as working with file systems, for their course because “zyBooks is ... just kind of a simulation”. Similarly, P14, who made their own interactive textbook based on Jupyter notebooks, had to invest significant time. They explained, "many things I had to invent and build myself. I had to build quite an infrastructure around this to make this whole thing workable for me”. They continued “Jupyter Notebooks typically are not being used by programmers ... they are typically used by data scientists” so it has a different purpose and it’s “awful in terms of code” support out of the box. Finally, instructors often had to navigate usage limits as well as longevity associated with cloud-based solutions. For example, P28’s department adopted a cloud platform, however that platform "disappeared a year or two after migrating to it”, and as a result, they became very hesitant to invest in adopting external tools.

Advances in educational technology seem like a game of whack-a-mole, addressing one challenge often brings another one. For example, while interactive textbooks have several benefits and reduce certain pain points, instructors now have to deal with significantly reduced engagement associated interactive textbooks [31]. Moving forward, educational technology needs a design that simultaneously addresses or blends several needs, such as improving student engagement, interactivity and liveness, peer interaction, and advanced computing environments. For example, a participant described a live document that embedded code editors, slides, and quizzes, backed by a real environment, and was shareable by instructors and peers “that would be a perfect blend” (P9).

7 CONCLUSION
In this work, we conducted interviews with 32 computer science instructors about obstacles, workarounds, and desires when teaching their courses. We identified several pain points, including limited access to resources, repetitive tasks, such as manually gathering information about student activities for grading, or answering variations of the same question, troubleshooting technical issues in students’ computing environments, and endless administrative tasks. Common workarounds included automated grading, peer instruction, outsourcing course content to interactive textbooks, and integrating cloud-based programming environments. Instructors identified several desires, including (1) more visibility into their students struggles, problem-solving process, and programming environments, (2) better support for automating repetitive tasks, and (3) improved interactive environments and streamlined course delivery. In general, we believe that investing in the educators will improve the learning experiences and quality of life for everyone.
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